
Green Crack Auto
Turbo Charged Mango-Flavored Experience.

• Mass producer. Insane yields of pearly-white buds, completely covered in trichomes.
• Lip-smacking terps. A tasteful experience of spicy fruits and tropical mangos.
• Stay active! Invigorating effects for those who want to stay alert throughout a busy day.
• Conveniently compact. A homogeneous plant that grows around 90cm, easy to grow and easy to maintain.
• Ideal for extractors. Potent high-quality resin for those looking to take their extractions to the next level.

An autoflowering hybrid that packs a punch with 20% THC, making her well suited for fans of potency. Easy to grow and
maintain from start to finish, needing only 8-9 weeks from seed to harvest, where she will yield huge amounts of high-quality
bud. Her pleasant and uplifting effects combined with her smooth tropical mango flavor make this strain a favorite for many.
With copious amounts of resin that produce potent and tasty top shelf extractions, this strain is great for novice and expert
growers alike, in search of great flavors and mass production.

Bud description
Green Crack Auto will produce buds that are long, pointed, and thoroughly encrusted in trichomes. The flowers are a light
green hue, covered in thick short hairs that wrap themselves around each calyx. Extra sticky and with an elongated hard to
squeeze appearance.
Smoke report
Energetic, invigorating, and stimulating effects, that become extremely focused and euphoric. An excellent strain for keeping
sharp, and getting through a busy day or a to-do list, and boosting creativity to another level. This lady has a feel-good factor
that is the ultimate pick-me-up and ideal for social scenarios, long walks in nature, gaming, musicians, and anyone else who
enjoys a cerebral boost with added focus and energy.
Plant Appearance
Reaching around 60-90cm and growing with a bushy and dense characteristic, she won’t stretch much and will fill out each
internode with thick, frosted buds that become totally pearl white by the end of flowering. There will be a large number of side
branches surrounding one main central cola, that grow similar to a Christmas tree shape. Her fat buds are heavily coated in
trichomes that will develop with tightly compact calyxes wrapped in electric orange pistils, making Green Crack Auto easy to
trim and a very impressive and super frosty hybrid.
Grow Tips
Thanks to her uniform and homogeneous characteristics, we recommend growing Green Crack Auto closely together in a SOG
style, to really maximize your grow space. She can take a big feed and will keep asking for more, so be prepared to increase
the E.C of your nutrient solution when growing her indoors or outdoors. She shouldn’t exceed higher than 100cm, so can be
easily grown outdoors with discretion, especially if you tie her down during her first weeks of growth. Staking the side
branches for support will help the plants from toppling over. Be warned she is a monster producer and grows thick and fast.
Flavor
An infusion of spicy fruity, floral, and fresh mango. A proper lip-licking aftertaste that is only emphasized on the exhale. A real
delightful and tasteful experience that will have you coming back to the curing jars for more.

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/green-crack


